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Let A be a finite dimensional hereditary algebra over a finite field, and let
Ž . Ž .C A be the composition algebra of A. Let P resp. I be the subalgebra of
Ž . Ž .C A generated by the preprojective resp. preinjective A-modules, and let T be
  Ž .  the subalgebra generated by r , where r Ý M  H A , M runs over thed d
Ž .isomorphism classes of the regular A-modules with dimension vector d, and H A
Ž .is the RingelHall algebra of A. Then we prove that C A P  T  I, if A is one  ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜of the types B , C , BC , BD , CD , F , F , G , G , or A .  2001 Academicn n 41 42 21 22 11n n n
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .  Let  , d be a valued graph in Dlab and Ringel’s sense in 1 . That
Ž .is,  , d is a finite vertices set  with non-negative integers d for alli j
pairs i, j  such that d  0 and subject to the condition that therei i
exist positive integers f satisfying d f  d f for all i, j . Note thati i j i ji j
Ž .there is one-to-one correspondence between valued graph  , d and
Ž .  Cartan datum I,  in Lusztig’s sense in 4 .
   By the recent works of Ringel 7, 8, 10, 11 and Green 2 , we know that
Ž .Ringel’s twisted generic composition algebra C A of a finite dimen-
sional hereditary algebra A over a finite field is isomorphic to Lusztig’s
algebra f and hence is isomorphic to the positive part U of the
1 Ž . Ž .Supported by NNSF No. 19971080 , and Shandong Provincial NSF Y2000A08 .
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DrinfeldJimbo quantization UUU 0U	 associated to a Kac
Ž .Moody Lie algebra of type I,  . This beautiful result indicates that the
RingelHall algebra provides a powerful approach to quantum groups and
makes it possible that the representation theory of A has applications or
interpretations in quantum groups. Thus, information on the category of
A-modules gives new information on the structure of U. For example, all
finite A-modules form a natural basis of U if A is Dynkin type. To be
Žsimple, we only consider the untwisted case all considerations remain true
 .  under the twisted multiplication introduced in 10 . Zhang showed, in 16 ,
Ž .that C A has triangular decomposition if A is tame simply laced; that is,
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜  A is one of type A , D , E , E , E . By using his results, in 17 , we proven n 6 7 8
  Ž .that an indecomposable A-module M lies in C A if and only if M is a
1 Ž . Ž .stone; that is, Ext M, M  0. The triangular decomposition of C AA
provides a natural basis of U if we are taking twisted multiplication, and
an indecomposable A-module M appears as an element in the basis if and
only if M is a stone. This remarkable result motivated further investigation
 at tame non-simply laced composition algebras. We follow the lines in 16
to prove the following:
˜ ˜THEOREM. Let A be the k-realization of non-simply laced type of B , C ,n n   ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Ž .BC , CD , BD , F , F , G , G , or A . Then C A has triangular41 42 21 22 11n n n
Ž .decomposition; i.e., C A P  T  I.
Ž .Note that by taking a basis of T, we get a natural basis of C A . If we
are taking twisted multiplication, we can get a natural basis of U in terms
of representations of A.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we recall some defini-
tions and list some basic results for later use; in Section 3, we prove that a
tame non-simply laced hereditary algebra has at least two nonisomorphic
quasi-simple modules; in Section 4, we give some basic results about
Ž .C A ; in Sections 5 and 6, we are using Ringel monomials and prove the
critical lemma; in Section 7, we give some general arguments which are
essential for our main theorem; and in Sections 8 and 9, we give the proof
of the theorem.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, we assume that k is a finite field with q
Ž .elements. Let  , d be a valued tree graph. We denote by k the
 Ž .k-realization of , where  is the valued graph , d together with an

admissible orientation . Note that A k is a finite dimensional
Ž .hereditary k-algebra of type I,  . Let I 1, 2, . . . , n, and all A-modules
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in this paper are finite representations of  in Dlab and Ringel’s sense
 in 1 .
Ž .Let S i be the simple A-module corresponding to vertex i. Take the
Ž .admissible orientation  of the valued tree graph , d such that
1 Ž Ž . Ž ..Ext S i , S j  0 for 1
 j
 i
 n. Since k is a finite field with qA
Ž .elements, F  End S i is again a finite field with q elements, wherei A i
f i Ž . Ž Ž ..q  q and f  dim F . Let P i resp. I i be the indecomposablei i k i
Ž . Ž . Ž .projective cover resp. injective envelope of S i . We have F  End S ii A
Ž . Ž . n End P i  End I i . For an A-module X, we denote by dim XNA A 0
Ž .the dimension vector of X ; i.e., dim X is the JordanHolder multiplicity˝i
Ž . Ž Ž . .of S i in X which equals dim Hom P i , X .F Ai
Ž .Let X and Y be A-modules, and let dim X x , . . . , x and dim Y1 n
Ž .   ² : ny , . . . , y . Recall from 1 , we have a Ringel-form 	 ,	 on N as1 n 0
² : 1dim X , dim Y  dim Hom X , Y 	 dim Ext X , YŽ . Ž .k A k A
n
 f x y 	 d f x y .Ý Ýi i i i j j i j
i1 ij
Ž . ² :The corresponding quadratic form is denoted by q x  x, x . An ele-
n Ž . Ž .ment xN is called a positive root of  , d if q x  0 or f ; a0 i
Ž .positive root x is said to be real if q x  f . The set of positive roots of i
is exactly the set of the dimension vectors of A-indecomposables, and if x
is a positive real root, then there is a unique indecomposable with
Ž  .dimension vector x see 1 . Since A is hereditary, the AuslanderReiten
translates are endofunctors of the category of finite A-modules with
1Ž . 	1 1Ž Ž . . Ž .DExt 	, A and   Ext D A ,	 , where DHom 	, k . Let
n n Ž . be the Coxeter transformation: Z  Z , defined by dim P i 
Ž . Ž .	dim I i . Then dim X dim X  for X having no projective sum-
	1 Ž . 	1mands, and dim  X dim X  for X having no injective summands
Ž  .see 6 . Recall the AuslanderReiten formula:
Ext1 X , Y D Hom Y , X D Hom 	1 Y , X .Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A
ŽNow, suppose that  is an extended Dynkin diagram in this paper, we
. Ž .only deal with the non-simply laced case . A positive root z with q z  0
is said to be imaginary. Then there is a unique minimal positive imaginary
 n Ž . 4 root n such that zN  q z  0  Zn. This n is given in 1, Section 6,0
Tables .
The AuslanderReiten quiver of A in this case has one preprojective
component, one preinjective component, and a separating tubular family.
In particular, if P, R, and I are indecomposable preprojective, regular,
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and preinjective, respectively, then
Hom R , P Hom I , R Hom I , P  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A
Ext1 P , R  Ext1 R , I  Ext1 P , I  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A
  Ž . ² :Recall from 1 that the defect  M of a module M is n, dim M . Let
0 XM Y 0 be a short exact sequence; then we have the defect
Ž . Ž . Ž .formula  M   X   Y . An indecomposable M is preprojective
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .resp. regular; preinjective if and only if  M  0 resp.  M  0;
Ž . . M  0 .
Ž . Ž .Let H A and C A denote, respectively, the RingelHall algebra and
the composition algebra of a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra A. By
Ž .definition, H A is the Q-space with basis the set of isomorphism classes
 X of finite A-modules, with the multiplication
    M  N  N  F M ,Ý1 2 N N1 2
 M
where F M is the number of the submodules N of M with NN andN N 21 2
Ž .  MNN . Then H A is an associative algebra with the identity 0 , and1
Ž . Ž .C A is, by definition, the subalgebra of H A generated by the elements
 Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽS i for 1
 i
 n, where S i 1
 i
 n are all simple A-modules up
.   Ž .to isomorphism . Assign to an element M  H A its degree dim M. Let
Ž . Ž .  H A be the Q-subspace of H A with basis the set of isoclasses M withd
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dim M d, and let C A  H A C A . Then H A  H Ad d d d
Ž . Ž . n Ž .and C A  C A are both N -graded rings, and C A is thed d 0 d
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .Q-subspace of H A spanned by all monomials S i  S i , such that1 d
the number of occurrences of i in the sequence i , . . . , i is exactly d for1 d i
Ž . n1
 i
 n, where d d , . . . , d and dÝ d .1 n i1 i
Let A be a representation infinite hereditary k-algebra. For dNn,0
    Ž .Zhang, in 15 , has defined r Ý M C A , where M runs over thed M 
Ž . Žregulars may be decomposable with dim M d if there are no regulars
. Ž .with dim M d, then r  0 . Let T be a subalgebra of H A generatedd
by all elements r , dNn. Let X be a stone; i.e., X is an indecomposabled 0
1 Ž .   Ž .  with Ext X, X  0. Then X C A from 15 . The subalgebra ofA
Ž .H A generated by all regular stones is denoted by S . Let P and I be
Ž .the subalgebras of H A generated by indecomposable preprojectives and
Ž .indecomposable preinjectives, respectively. Then P resp. I has a basis
 Ž  . ŽP resp. I with P running over preprojectives resp. I running over
. Ž . Žpreinjectives . Thus, we get subalgebras of C A : T, S , P, and I we use,
.for example, P instead of P, if we need to specify A .A
In the following, we assume that A is a tame non-simply laced type over
k; at the end of this section, we list some elementary results for later use.
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Ž    .LEMMA 2.1 Peng 5, Lemma 3.2 and Riedtmann 13, 14 . Let
1Ž . 1 Ž .Ext M, N be the set of extension classes in Ext M, N with middle termL A
L, and let Aut M be the automorphism group of M as an A-module. Then
1  Ext M , N  Aut LŽ . LLF  .M N    Aut M  Aut N  Hom M , NŽ .A
Ž . Ž . nLet x x , . . . , x , and let y y , . . . , y N . We define x
 y if1 n 1 n 0
x 
 y for all 1
 i
 n. Note that x y if and only if x
 y and x y.i i
Ž  . Ž .LEMMA 2.2 Zhang 16, Theorem 1.1 . 1 Let M be a quasi-simple
 regular stone. Then r  M .dim M
Ž .2 S is generated by quasi-simple regular stones, and S T.
Ž .  3 Let M be a A-module with dim M n. Then, M P  T  I. In
 particular, if M is a regular with dim M n, then M  S .
Ž .4 S  PP  S .
Ž .5 I  S S  I.
Ž . Ž . Ž .6 If d n, then C A  H A P  T  I.d d
Ž  . ŽLEMMA 2.3 Zhang 16, Proposition 2.2, 2.4 . Let N be a regular may
.be decomposable with dim N n.
1. If P is preprojectie, then
    	 Ž P .   N  P 	 q P  N P  S .
Moreoer, if N is indecomposable and homogeneous quasi-simple, then
    	 Ž P .   N  P 	 q P  N P.
2. If I is preinjectie, then
     Ž I .   I  N 	 q N  I  S  I .
Moreoer, if N is indecomposable and homogeneous quasi-simple, then
     Ž I .   I  N 	 q N  I  I .
  Ž .  Let XÝ c M  H A . Zhang defined, in 16 , the AuslanderM  M
Ž .Reiten translations of H A as
  	1  	1 X c M  H A ,  X c  M  H A .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝM M
   M M
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Ž  . Ž .LEMMA 2.4 Zhang 16, Section 4 . 1 If both M and N hae no
projectie direct summands, then
        M  N  M  N .Ž .
Ž .2 If both M and N hae no injectie direct summands, then
	1      	1   	1  M  N   M   N .Ž .
Ž .3 The AuslanderReiten translation  is an automorphism of T and
of S with inerse 	1.
Ž . 	14  is an endomorphism of the subalgebra I, and  is an endo-
morphism of subalgebra P.
Ž . Ž . 	1Ž .5  P  T  I P  T  I ;  P  T  I P  T  I.
3. HOMOGENEOUS QUASI-SIMPLE MODULES
    Ž .In 17 , we prove that M C A if and only if M is a stone, where A
is a tame simply laced hereditary k-algebra. Note that the condition that A
has at least two nonisomorphic homogeneous quasi-simple modules is very
essential in our proof. By the definition, a module X is a quasi-simple if it
is regular and has no proper non-zero regular submodules. In this section,
we prove that A has at least two nonisomorphic homogeneous quasi-
simples if A is tame non-simply laced hereditary k-algebra.
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a tame hereditary k-algebra with exactly two simple
A-modules. Then A has at least two nonisomorphic homogeneous quasi-
simples E and E with dim E  dim E .1 2 1 2
 Proof. Note that if A is the Kronecker algebra, A has q k  2
Ž .nonisomorphic homogeneous quasi-simples with the dimension vector 1, 1 .
˜If A is A with the quiver11
Ž .1, 4
1    2,
 where F  k, F : k  4. Let F  F. Regarding F as an k-F-bimodule,1 2 2
k Fk FŽ . Ž .we have A . Let X be a A-module. Then X X , X , 	 , wherek F0 F
Ž . Ž .X resp. X is a k-vector resp. F-vector space, and 	 : X  F Xk F k k F
  Ž .is a F-linear map. From the table in 1 , we know that n 2, 1 is the
minimal imaginary root. Let 
 , 
 , 
 , 
 be a k-basis of F. We take1 2 3 4

 
1 3
	  , 	  ,1 2ž / ž /
 
2 3
E  k k , F , 	 , E  k k , F , 	 .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
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Note that E and E are indecomposable A-modules with dim E 1 2 1
Ždim E and E  E . In order to see this, we may assume on the contrary2 1 2
a bŽ .that E  E ; then there must exist an invertible 2 2 matrix over k1 2 c d
and a non-zero element t in F, such that

 
1 3a b  t .ž / ž / ž /c d 
 
2 3
It turns out that a
  b
  c
  d
 , and we have a c and b d1 2 1 2
since 
 , 
 is k-linear independent.1 2
Let A be an arbitrary hereditary algebra with n simple modules, and let
1 Ž .X be a stone; that is, X is indecomposable with Ext X, X  0. RecallA
  from 3 that perpendicular category X , by definition, is the full subcate-
gory given by
X  M A	mod Hom X , M  0 Ext1 X , M .Ž . Ž . 4A A
Then X  is equivalent to B-mod, where B is a hereditary Artin algebra
with n	 1 simple modules, and the functor B-mod A-mod is exact and
induces isomorphisms on both Hom and Ext. Note that End X is isomor-A
phic to End S for some simple A-module S, and dim X is a real root. IfA
M, N X  with dim M dim N as B-modules, it is easy to see dim M
 dim N as A-modules.
LEMMA 3.2. Let T be a non-homogeneous tube, and let X be a quasi-
simple stone in T with X  equialent to B-mod. If E is a homogeneous
quasi-simple B-module, then E is also a homogeneous quasi-simple A-module.
Proof. Note that E is clearly regular as an A-module. Since End EA
1 Ž . 1 Ž .End E is a field and Ext E, E  Ext E, E  0, it follows that as anB A B
A-module E is either a homogeneous quasi-simple or an indecomposable
regular module lying in a non-homogeneous tube of rank m with quasi-
length m. We assume to the contrary that E is not a homogeneous
quasi-simple A-module.
If rank T 2, then E T , by our assumption that E as an A-module
lies in another non-homogeneous tube T . It is easy to check that T  lies
in X  ; then E is not a homogeneous quasi-simple B-module.
If rank T 2, then E must be in T with quasi-length m since E is a
homogeneous quasi-simple B-module. Let M be the quasi-socle of E as
Ž .an A-module. Note that XM since Hom X, E  0. If M X, thenA
M X  . Let Y be an indecomposable A-module with quasi-top M. Then
1 Ž . Ž .Ext X, Y Hom Y, X  0 since M X. Note that we have in-A A
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finitely many indecomposable A-modules Y whose quasi-top is M and
whose quasi-socle is not X. It is easy to see that Y X  and
Ž .Hom Y, M  0; it follows that M cannot be a preprojective B-module.A
Dually, M cannot be preinjective as a B-module. Thus M is a regular
Ž . Ž .B-module, and Hom M, E Hom M, E  0 and dim M dim E;B A k k
this contradicts the assumption of E. If M X, then X X since
rank T 2. Let M be the quasi-top of E as an A-module. It is easy to
 Žsee that M M X and M is also a regular B-module. In order to
see this, consider all indecomposable A-modules Y with quasi-top M;
1 Ž . Ž .then Ext X, Y  Hom Y,  X  0 since M  X. Note thatA A
Ž .Hom X, Y  0 for those Y whose quasi-socles are not X. In this way,A
we get infinitely many indecomposable A-modules Y such that Y X 
Ž .and Hom Y, M  0; thus, M is not a preprojective B-module. ByA
.duality, we know that M is not a preinjective B-module. Thus we have
Ž . Ž .Hom E, M Hom e, M  0 and dim M dim E; this contra-B A k k
dicts the claim that E is a quasi-simple B-module. This completes the
proof.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be a non-simply laced tame hereditary k-algebra.
Then there exist homogeneous quasi-simple A-modules E and E with1 2
E  E and dim E  dim E .1 2 1 2
Proof. This lemma is proved by induction on the number of simple
A-modules n. If n 2, it follows that from Lemma 3.1. Assume that
 n 2, then by the table in 1 , A has a quasi-simple stone X. Let
X  B-mod, where B has n	 1 simple B-modules. By inductive assump-
tion and Lemma 3.1, B has at least two nonisomorphic homogeneous
quasi-simple B-modules E and E with dim E  dim E . By Lemma 3.2,1 2 1 2
E and E are homogeneous quasi-simple A-modules and dim E 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .dim E are A-modules. Note that Hom E , E Hom E , E  0;2 A 1 2 B 1 2
then E  E are A-modules. This completes the proof.1 2
Ž .4. BASIC RESULTS ABOUT COMPOSITION ALGEBRA C A
˜ ˜Let A be a tame hereditary k-algebra of one of the types B , C , BC ,n n n  ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜BD , CD , F , F , G , G , or A , and let n be the minimal imaginary41 42 21 22 11n n
root. In the rest of this paper, we always denote by l the minimal defect of
indecomposable preinjective A-modules; then 	l must be the maximal
defect of indecomposable preprojective A-modules.
Ž .In this section, we list some elementary results about C A which will
be useful in our reduction.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a homogeneous quasi-simple with dim H n.
Ž . Ž .1 If P is preprojectie with  P 	l and dim P n, then there
Ž .exists a preprojectie P with  P 	l, such that
      l    P  H  P 	 q P  H .
Ž . Ž .2 Let P be a preprojectie with  P 	l. If dim P n, then
dim P n.
Ž . Ž .3 If I is preinjectie with  I  l, and dim I n, then there exists a
Ž .preinjectie I with  I  l, such that
         I  I  H 	 q H  I .
Ž . Ž .4 Let I be a preinjectie with  I  l. If dim I n, then dim I n.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove 1 and 2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .1 Since D Hom P, H D Hom P, H  Ext H, P  0, weA A A
Ž .take 0 fHom P, H . Since dim P n dim H, we have PKer f
 0. By defect formula, we have
	l  P   P   Im f 
	l  Im f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Note that Im f has no preinjective direct summands; thus  P 	l and
Im f is regular. Since H has no nontrivial regular submodules, it follows
g
that Im fH. Let 0 PMH 0 be a nonsplit exact sequence.
We claim that M is preprojective. In fact, we may assume that M P  R
with P preprojective and R regular. If R 0, then h g   0, and hR
is epic since H has no nontrivial regular submodules. Note that RH
since the exact sequence is nonsplit; thus Ker h 0 is a regular submod-
ule of P. This contradiction forces that R 0 and M is preprojective.
Ž . Ž .Note that  M   P 	l, M is indecomposable, and M P since
dim M dim P. By Lemma 2.1 we have
      HP     l    H  P  P  F H P  P  q P  H .HP 
Ž . Ž .2 It is a direct consequence of 1 .
LEMMA 4.2. Let P and I be a preprojectie of defect 	l and a	l l
preinjectie of defect l, respectiely.
Ž . Ž .1 Let 0 fHom P , P with P preprojectie. Then f is a	l
monomorphism.
Ž . Ž .2 Let 0 fHom I, I with I preinjectie. Then f is an epimor-l
phism.
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Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove 1 . By the defect formula, we
have
	l  P   Im f   Ker f 
	l  Ker f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	l
Since P has no non-zero regular submodules, we have Ker f 0.	l
  Ž .  Let XÝ c M  H A . Recall from 15 that the regular partM  M
Ž .r X of X is defined to be
 r X  c M .Ž . Ý M
M is regular
LEMMA 4.3. Let P and I be a preprojectie of defect 	l and a	l l
preinjectie of defect l, respectiely. Assume that 0 P M I  0 is	l l
a nonsplit exact sequence. Then M is regular. In particular,
    dim k HomŽ P	l , Il .       I  P  q P  I  r I  P .Ž .l 	l 	l l l 	l
Proof. Suppose that M is not regular. Assume that M P R I
with P, R, and I being preprojective, regular, and preinjective, respec-
Ž . Ž .tively. Since  M  0, we have P 0 I, and hence Hom P, P  0
Ž .Hom I, I . It follows from Lemma 4.2 that
dim M dim P dim I dim R dim P  dim I  dim R .	1 l
This forces R 0, P P , and I I . That is, M P  I ; it contra-	l l 	l l
dicts the fact that the given sequence is nonsplit. This completes the proof.
Ž .LEMMA 4.4. 1 Let I be a preinjectie of defect l, and let P be al g
Ž .non-zero preprojectie. Assume that 0 PM I  0 is a nonsplitl
exact sequence. Then M P R with P a preprojectie and R a regular.
Ž . Ž .2 Let P be a preprojectie of defect 	l, and let I be a non-zero	l
preinjectie. Assume that 0 P M I 0 is a nonsplit exact se-	l
quence. Then M R I with I a preinjectie and R a regular.
Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove 1 . By contrary assumption, let
Ž . M P R I with I non-zero preinjective. Let h g and KI
Ž .Ker h. Noting that  I  l and the Coker h is preinjective, we have
 K   I 	  Im h   I   Coker h 	 l 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .On the other hand, we have  K 
 0 since KKer g P. This forces
Ž . Ž .that K 0, and hHom I, I is monic; by Lemma 4.2 2 , I I and thel l
given sequence splits, which contradicts with the assumption. This com-
pletes the proof.
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Ž .LEMMA 4.5. 1 Let P be an indecomposable preprojectie. If dim P
n, then dim 	1P n.
Ž . Ž .2 Let P and let P be preprojectie with  P 	l. If dim P	l 	l 	l
1 Ž .       n and dim P n, then Ext P, P  0, and P P  P  P .A 	l 	l 	l
Ž .3 Let I be an indecomposable preinjectie. If dim I n, thenl
dim  I n.
Ž . Ž .4 Let I and I be preinjectie with  I  l. If dim I  n andl l l
1 Ž .      dim I n, then Ext I , I  0, and I  I  I  I .A l l l
Ž . Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove 1 and 2 .
Ž . ² : ² :1 Since dim P 	 n, dim P 	 n  dim P , dim P 
 dim End P, dim P	 n is a positive root by 1 , and there exists uniquek
Ž . Ž .indecomposable M with dim M dim P	 n. Note that  M   P 
0; thus M is preprojective and dim 	1M dim 	1P	 n, and hence
dim 	1P n.
Ž . Ž . 	1 Ž .2 By 1 , dim  P  n; note that dim P n. By Lemma 4.2 1 ,	l
Ž 	1 . 1 Ž .Hom  P , P  0; thus Ext P, P  0. Note that dim P  n;	l A 	l 	l
Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.4 1 ensures that Hom P , P  0. By Lemma 2.1 we have	l
     P  P  P P .	l 	l
Ž .5. RINGEL MONOMIALS AND FACTORIZATIONS OF C A
In this section, A is still a tame non-simply laced hereditary k-algebra of   ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Ž .type BC , BD , CD , B , C , F , F , G , G , or A . Let  t be then n 41 42 21 22 11 mn n n
Ž . Ž m. Ž .m Ž . npolynomial 1	 t  1	 t  1	 t . For d d , . . . , d N , let1 n 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . q  q   q . Ringel introduced the following monomiald d 1 d n1 n in 9 :
d d1 nU  S 1  S n .Ž . Ž .d
Ž  . Ž . nLEMMA 5.1 Zhang 15, Lemma 2 . Let d d , . . . , d N .1 n 0
Ž .1 If d dim P with P an indecomposable preprojectie A-module,
then
d d1 n      S 1  S n  q P  P  r  I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýd dž /
   P  , I , d
where P and I run oer the isomorphism classes of preprojectie and
preinjectie modules, respectiely, and d runs oer the set  such thatd
dim P dim I d d. Ž .
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Ž .2 If d dim I with I an indecomposable preinjectie A-module, then
d d1 n      S 1  S n  q I  P  r  I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýd dž /
   P  , I , d
Ž .where P, I, and d are the same as in 1 and satisfy the dimensional
Ž .equality  .
Ž . Ž .3 If d dim M with M a regular A-module may be decomposable ,
then
d d1 n    S 1  S n  q r  P  r  I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýd d dž /
   P  , I , d
Ž .where P, I, and d are the same as in 1 and satisfy the dimensional
Ž .equality  .
 Remark. The monomial U , as pointed out by Zhang in 16 , can bed
 written in such a way that it starts with an arbitrary simple injective S
   and ends with an arbitrary simple projective S , provided that both S
  Ž . Ž .and S are factors of U . It follows that r U  q r .d d d d
LEMMA 5.2. Let S and S be a simple injectie and a simple projectie
respectiely. Then
Ž .     dim k HomŽ P , S .   1 S  P  q P  S  T for indecomposable prepro-
Ž . Ž .jectie P with  P 	 S 	l.
Ž .     dim k HomŽS, I .   2 I  S  q S  I  T for indecomposable prein-
Ž . Ž .jectie I with  I 	 S  l.
Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove 1 . By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma
4.3, we have
    dim k HomŽ P , S .       S  P  q P  S  r S  P .Ž .
Ž   .    It suffices to prove that regular part r S  P of S  P is in T. We do
Ž .this by induction on d dim P. By Lemma 5.1 1 , we have
     U  q P  P  r  I .Ž . Ž .Ýd d c
 Since S is injective, it follows that S  U U , where d d dim S.d d
Thus, we have
    	1      S  P  q U 	 S  P  r  I .Ž . Ýd d c
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Ž     .Take the regular part of both sides, and note that r S  P  r  I  0c
if I 0. We get
    	1    r S  P  q  q r 	 r S  P  r .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýd d d c
      Ž . Ž .For those terms S  P  r  I with I 0, we have  P 	 S c
Ž . P ; by the above argument we have
    dim k HomŽ P  , S .       S  P  q P  S  r S  P ;Ž .
thus
    dim k HomŽ P  , S .       r S  P  r  r q P  S  r S  P  rŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .c c
    r S  P  r .Ž . c
Ž   .Since dim P dim P, we have r S  P  T by induction and it
Ž   .follows that r S  P  T.
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. Let S and S be a simple injectie with  S  l and a
Ž . nsimple projectie with  S 	l, respectiely, and let dN . Then0
Ž .  1 S  r  T  I.d
Ž .  2 r  S P  T.d
Ž .Proof. By duality we only need to prove 1 . Assume that r  0; thend
Ž . Ž . d  0. Let d d dim S. By Lemma 5.1 3 we have
       U  q r  P  r  I  P  r  I .Ž . Ý Ýd d d c cž /
Ž . Ž . P 	l  P 	l
Ž . Ž .Note that  d   S  l 0; it follows that r  0, and again byd
Lemma 5.1, we have
   U  q P  r  IŽ . Ýd d c 
      q r  I  P  r  I .Ž . Ý Ýd c  c ž /
P0
      dim k HomŽ P , S .    Ž   .Using S  U U and S  P  q P  S  r S  P ford d
Ž . P 	l, we have
  	1      S  r  q U 	 S  P  r  IŽ . Ýd d d c
Ž . P 	l
     	 S  P  r  IÝ c
Ž . P 	l
	1   q  q r  IŽ . Ž . Ýd d c 
     	 r S  P  r  I  X ,Ž .Ý c
Ž . P 	l
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where
	1     X q  q P  r  IŽ . Ž . Ýd d c 
P0
dim k HomŽ P , S .     	 q P  S  r  IÝ c 
Ž . P 	1
     	 S  P  r  I .Ž .Ý c
Ž . P 	l
   Note that S  r is a combination of M such that each M has nod
 preprojective direct summands and X is a combination of N such that N
has non-zero preprojective direct summand; it follows that X 0. Thus by
Ž .  Lemma 5.2 1 we have S  r  T  I.d
LEMMA 5.4. Let P and I be an indecomposable preprojectie and an
Ž . Ž .indecomposable preinjectie, respectiely, and let  P 	 I . Then
    dim k HomŽ P , I .    I  P  P  I  T ,
proided that one of the following conditions is satisfied.
Ž . 	11 P lies in the  -orbit of a simple projectie with defect 	l.
Ž .2 I lies in the -orbit of a simple injectie with defect l.
Ž .Proof. Assume that, for example, the condition 1 is satisfied. Then
	m Ž .P  S, where S is a simple projective with  S 	l. Note that
Ž . Ž . Ž m . Ž . S   P 	  I ; by Lemma 5.2 2
 m    dim k HomŽS ,  m I .   m  I  S  q S   I  T
dim k HomŽS , I .   m  q S   I  T .
	m Ž .Apply  ; the assertion follows from Lemma 2.4 2 .
According to Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 2.4, we have
Ž .LEMMA 5.5. Let P and I be a preprojectie with  P 	l and a
Ž . npreinjectie with  I  l, respectiely, and let dN . Then0
Ž . 	11 If P lies in the  -orbit of a simple projectie, then
   P P  T .d
Ž .2 If I lies in the -orbit of a simple injectie, then
 I    T  I .d
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6. MAIN LEMMA
Let A be a tame hereditary k-algebra of non-simply laced type. Note
that A always has homogeneous quasi-simple modules; we have the
following main lemma:
Ž .LEMMA 6.1. 1 Let I be a preinjectie lying in the -orbit of a simplel
injectie of defect l, and let P be a preprojectie with defect 	2 l. Then	2 l
    dim k HomŽ P	2 l , Il .   I  P  q P  I P  T .l 	2 l 	2 l l
Ž . 	12 Let P be a preprojectie lying in the  -orbit of a simple	l
projectie with defect 	l, and let I be a preinjectie with defect 2 l. Then2 l
    dim k HomŽ P	l , I2 l .   I  P  q P  I  T  I .2 l 	l 	l 2 l
Ž . 	1Proof. By duality we only need to prove 1 . Applying  to the
    Ž .product I  P and using Lemma 2.4 2 , we may assume that I  S isl 	2 l l
a simple injective of defect l. Use induction on d dim S dim P .	2 l
First, assume that P is decomposable with P  P  P and	2 l 	2 l 	l 	l
1Ž  . Ext P , P  0. Thus P and P are indecomposable with defect 	l,	l 	l l 	l
P	2 l    and for simplicity, we assume that F  1. That is, P  P P P 	2 l 	l	l 	 l              P and S  P  S  P  P . If at least one of P and P	1 	2 l 	l 	l 	l 	l
Ž .has a dimension vector bigger than n, by Lemma 4.5 2 , we may assume
 Ž .that dim P  n. By Lemma 5.2 1 we have	l
          S  P  S  P  PŽ .	2 l 	l 	l
       c P  S  T  PŽ .l 	l 1 	l
          c P  c P  S  T  T  PŽ .1 	1 2 	l 2 1 	l
            c P  P  S  c P  T  T  P ,	l 	l 1 	l 2 1 	l
Ž   . Ž    .where T  r S  P  T , T  r S  P  T , c 1 	 l 2 	 l 1
qdim k HomŽ P	l , S ., c  qdim k HomŽ P

	 l , s., and c c c  qdim k HomŽ P	2 l , S .. It suf-2 1 2
   fices to prove that T  P P  T. Since dim P  n, by Proposition1 	l 	l
Ž .3.3 and Lemma 4.1 1 , we have
        l    P  H  P 	 q P  H ,	l
where H is homogeneous quasi-simple and P is preprojective with defect
   	l. Without loss of generality, we may assume that T  P  P  T ,1
Ž .  where  P 	l, T T. Note that H commutes with every element in
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Ž .T; applying Lemma 4.1 1 , we have
       l    T  P  T  H  P 	 q P  HŽ .1 	l 1
    l     H  T  P 	 q T  P  H1 1
    l     H  P 	 q P  H  TŽ .
P  T .
 Ž .If dim P  n and dim P  n, by Lemma 4.1 1 , dim P  n and	l 	l 	l
 Ž .dim P  n. Assume that dim P  dim S n, then by Lemma 5.2 1	l 	l
and Lemma 2.2, we have
       dim k HomŽ P	l , S .      S  P  P  q P  S  S  PŽ .	l 	l 	l 	l
dim k HomŽ P	2 l , S .    q P  S  TP  S	2 l
dim k HomŽ P	2 l , S .    q P  S P  T .	2 l
Let dim P  dim S n and dim P  dim S n. Note that S is an	l 	l
Ž .injective simple, and let P S be the projective cover of S. We have
dim 	1P  dim P 	1  n	 dim S 	1Ž . Ž .	l 	l
 n 	dim S 	1  n dim P S  n;Ž . Ž .
Ž . 1Ž  . Ž 	1  .by Lemma 4.2 1 , we have Ext P , P Hom  P , P  0.	l 	l 	l 	l
          Thus S  P  S  P  P and repeating the above argu-	2 l 	l 	l
ments, we have
    dim k HomŽ P	2 l , S .   S  P  q P  S P  T .	2 l 	2 l
If dim P  dim P  n	 dim S, then P  P , and we have	l 	l 	l 	l
         S  P  S  P  P .	2 l 	l 	l
Ž .By Lemma 5.2 1 , we have
      dim k HomŽ P	l , S .     S  P  P  q P  S  T  PŽ .	l 	l 	l 	l
dim k HomŽ P	2 l , S .    dim k HomŽ P	l , S .  q P  S  q P	2 l 	l
  T T  P ,	l
Ž   .  where T r S  P  T. It suffices to prove that T  P P  T.	l 	l
 Without loss of generality, we may assume that TÝ M  T, where M
Ž .is regular with dim M n. By Lemma 2.3 1 , we have
    l    M  P  q P  M P  S ;	l 	l
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thus,
  l     l  T  P  q P  M P  S q P  TP  SP  T .Ý	l 	l 	l
Second, assume that P is indecomposable; by Lemma 5.l, we get	2 l
    	1      S  P  q U 	 S  P  r  I .Ž . Ý	2 l dim P d c	2 l
Again, by Lemma 5.1, we may assume that
	1 	1     q U  q  q P  r  I  X  Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýdim P d dim P d c  1 1	2 l 	2 l
where
	1   X  q  q P  r P  T ,Ž . Ž . Ý1 dim P d c 	2 l
	1    Y  q  q P  r I .Ž . Ž . Ý1 dim P d c 	2 l
I0
           Let Y Ý S  P  r  I . Put ZÝ S  P  r  X  X , where2 l 0 c c 2 3
    X Ý S  P in which P runs over decomposable preprojective with2
    dim P dim P and X Ý S  P  r ; then	2 l 3 r  0 cc
     S  P  r  I  Z Y .Ý c 2
Ž . Ž .Noting that  P 	2 l	2 S , we have
 dim k HomŽ P , S .   X  q P  S  X ,Ý2 2
Ž    dim k HomŽ P , S .   .where X Ý S  P 	 q P  S P  T by the first case2
above.
 dim k HomŽ P , S .   X  q P  S  r  X ,Ý3 c 3
Ž    dim k HomŽ P , S .   .where X Ý S  P 	 q P  S  r P  T; by induction,3 c
it follows that
   S  P  X 	 X 	 XŽ .	2 l 1 2 3
dim k HomŽ P , S .    Y 	 q P  S 	 YŽ Ý1 2
dim k HomŽ P , S .   	 q P  S  r .Ý c
 Z  Z ,1 2
 where Z  X 	 X 	 X P  T and Z is of form Ýc M such that1 1 2 3 2 M
every M has a non-zero preinjective direct summand.
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Ž .On the other hand, by Lemma 4.4 1 we have
    dim k HomŽ P	2 l , S .     S  P  q P  S  c N ,Ý	2 l 	2 l N
where every N has no preinjective direct summands. By comparing both
  dim k HomŽ P	2 l , S . sides, we see that Ýc N  Z P  T and Z  q P N 1 2 2 l
 S , and then the assertion follows. This completes the proof.
7. GENERAL ARGUMENTS

Let A k be the non-simply laced tame hereditary k-algebra with  ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜underlying valued graph  of type B , C , BC , CD , BD , F , F , G ,n n 41 42 21n n n  ˜ ˜ Ž .G , or A . Let i be a sink point of , and let  k  , where  is22 11 
the quiver obtained from  by changing the orientation of all arrows
which have i as end point. Using the reflection  of a quiver repeatedly,
we can get all orientations from one orientation of .
Ž  . Ž .LEMMA 7.1 Zhang 16, Proposition 7.1 . If C  P  T  I , then  
Ž .C A P  T  I .A A A
Ž .Remark. In order to prove that C A has triangular decomposition,
Ž .that is, C A P  T  I, it suffices to prove this for only one orientation
for every graph .
Ž . n Ž .Note that C A is N -graded; it suffices to prove that C A P  T  I0 d
for all dNn. We use induction on d, and denote the inductive hypothesis0
Ž .by D :
C A P  T  I for all x d. DŽ . Ž .x
Ž .Since the homogeneous component C A is the Q-span of all monomialsd
 Ž .  Ž .S i  S i of degree d, we need to prove the assertion1 t
S i  S i P  T  I ,Ž . Ž .1 t
 Ž .  Ž .for all monomials S i  S i of degree d.1 t
Ž . Ž .If S i is preprojective or if S i is preinjective, then the assertion1 t
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .  Ž .  Ž .follows from applying D to S i  S i , or to S i  S i ,2 t 1 t	1
respectively.
Ž . Ž .If S i is regular, then applying D we may assume that1
 Ž .  Ž .     Ž .S i  S i  P  T  I , and then by Lemma 2.2 4 we have2 t
   S i  S i  S i  P  T  IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 t 1
  S  P  T  I  P  T  I .Ž .
Ž .Dually, if S i is regular, then the assertion follows.t
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Ž .Therefore, it suffices to prove the assertion, which is denoted by S ,
   S i  P  T  I  S j P  T  I SŽ . Ž . Ž .
for
dim S i  dim P deg T dim I dim S j  d,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where S i and S j are a simple preinjective and a simple preprojective,
respectively, P and I are a preprojective and a preinjective, respectively,
Ž .  and T T note that deg T d if T T . Note that P , T , and I mayd
 be 0 .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Assume that  S i  n ,  S j 	n . For convenience, we shall1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .say that the statement S is of defect type n , n . Let   P   I .1 2
Then we only need to consider the case	n 
 
 n . In fact, if 	n ,1 2 1
Ž .  Ž .      then by applying D we may assume that S i  P  T  I  P  T  
  Ž Ž .. Ž .I with P 0, since  S i  
	l. Thus, the statement S follows
Ž .    Ž .from applying D to T   I  S j . If  n , then we have the dual2
argument. We summarize the above process as follows.
 ˜ ˜LEMMA 7.2. Let A be a k-hereditary algebra of type B , C , BC , BD ,n n n n ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Ž .CD , F , F , G , G , or A . Assume that A satisfies D . If the statement41 42 21 22 11n
Ž . Ž .S holds for all possible defect types n ,	n and 	n 
 
 n , then1 2 1 2
Ž .C A P  T  I.
Consider the following conditions:
Any simple preprojective lies in the 	1 orbit of a simple projective. OŽ .
Any simple preinjective lies in the -orbit of a simple injective. O Ž .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 7.3. Assume that A satisfies O , O  , and the inductie
Ž . Ž . Ž .hypothesis D . Then the statement S holds for defect type l,	l .
Proof. We need to prove that
   S i  P  T  I  S j P  T  IŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..for dim S i  dim P deg T dim I dim S j  d, where  S i  l,
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . S j 	l. Let   P   I . Then 	l, 0, or l.
Ž .If 	l, by applying D , we may assume that
     S i  P  T  I  S j  S i  P .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	2 l
Ž .By assumption S i lies in the -orbit of a simple injective, and the
Ž .assertion follows from Lemma 6.1 1 .
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If  l, it is dual of the above.
Ž .If  0, by applying D , we may assume that
     S i  P  T  I  S j  S i  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	l
Ž .the assertion follows from Lemma 5.4 since S i lies in the -orbit of a
simple injective. This completes the proof.
˜ ˜ ˜8. COMPOSITION ALGEBRAS OF TYPES G , F , B ,22 42 N
C˜ AND BDn n
The aim of this section is to prove the following results:
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜THEOREM 8.1. Let A be a hereditary k-algebra of types G , F , B , C ,22 42 n n
Ž . Ž .and BD . Then C A has triangular decomposition; that is, C A P  T  I.n
Ž .By Lemma 7.1, we only need to prove that C A P  T  I for one
orientation. The proof of Theorem 8.1 is given in the following two
lemmas.
˜ ˜LEMMA 8.2. If A is a hereditary k-algebra of type G or F . Then22 42
Ž .C A P  T  I.
˜Proof. First, we consider the orientation of G22
Ž .1, 3
G˜ : 1  2 3.22
Ž .   Ž .Note that F  k and F  F  F with F : k  3. By 1 n 3, 2, 1 is1 2 3
the minimal positive imaginary root. Let M and M be A-modules with1 2
Ž . Ž .dim M  x , x , x and dim M  y , y , y , respectively; then the1 1 2 3 2 1 2 3
Ringe form can be written as
² :dim M , dim M  x y  x y  3 x y 	 3 x y 	 3 x y ,1 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 3
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..and  S 1  3,  S 2   S 3 	3.
˜ 	1 Ž . Ž .From the AuslanderReiten quiver of G , we have  S 2  S 3 ;22
˜ Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..thus G satisfies O and O  . By the Ringel form we have that  I 122
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..  I 3  3,  I 3  6 and  P 1   P 3 	3,  P 2 	6;
Ž .then l 3 and the only defect type is 3,	3 . The assertion follows from
Proposition 7.3.
˜Second, let A be the type F with the orientation42
Ž .1, 2
F˜ : 1 2  3 4 5.42
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Ž .Note that F  F  k and F  F  F  F with F : k  2; n1 2 3 4 5
Ž . Ž  .2, 4, 3, 2, 1 is the minimal positive imaginary root see 1 . Let M and1
˜ Ž . Ž .M be F -modules with dim M  x , . . . , x and dim M  y , . . . , y .2 42 1 1 5 2 1 5
The Ringel form is
² :dim M , dim M  x y  x y  2 x y  2 x y  2 x y1 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5
	 x y 	 2 x y 	 2 x y 	 2 x y .1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..We have  S 1   S 2  2 and  S 3   S 4   S 5 	2.
Ž . Ž . 	1 Ž . Ž .From the AuslanderReiten quiver, we have S 1  S 2 ,  S 5  S 4 ,
	2 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and  S 5  S 3 ; that is, F satisfies O and O  . Note that  P 142
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..  P 5 	2,  P 2   P 4 	4,  P 3 	6, and  I 1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .  I 5  2,  I 2   I 4  4,  I 3  6. Thus, l 2, and the
˜ Ž .only defect type of F is 2,	2 . The assertion follows from Proposition42
7.3. This completes the proof.
˜ ˜ Ž .LEMMA 8.3. Let A be a k-algebra of type B , C , or BD . Then C A n n n
P  T  I.
Ž .Proof. Let M and M be A-modules, and dim M  x , . . . , x1 2 1 1 n1
Ž .and dim M  y , . . . , y .2 1 n1
˜First, we consider the orientation for Bn
Ž . Ž .1, 2 2, 1
B˜ : 1  2   n  n 1.n
Ž .Note that F  F  k, F    F  F, F : k  2, and n1 n1 2 n
Ž . Ž  .1, 1, . . . , 1 is the minimal positive imaginary root see 1 . The Ringel
form is
n n
² :dim M , dim M  x y  2 x y  x y 	 2 x y .Ý Ý1 2 1 1 i i n1 n1 i i1
i2 i1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..By the Ringel form,  S 1  1,  S n 1 	1, and  S 2   
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . S n  0. That is, S 1 is injective, S n 1 is projective, and
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S 2 , . . . , S n are regular; thus B satisfies O and O  . Noting thatn
˜ Ž .l 1 and B has only defect type 1, 1 , our assertion follows fromn
Proposition 7.3.
˜Now, let A be the type C with the orientationn
Ž . Ž .2, 1 1, 2
C˜ : 1  2   n  n 1.n
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Ž .Note that F    F  k and F  F  F with F : k  2, and2 n 1 n1
Ž . Ž  .n 1, 2, . . . , 2, 1 is the unique positive imaginary root see 1 .
n
² :dim M , dim M  2 x y  x y  2 x yÝ1 2 1 1 i i n1 n1
i2
n	1
	 2 x y 	 x y 	 2 x yÝ1 2 i i1 n n1
i2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..is the Ringel form.  S 1  2,  S n 1 	2, and  S 2   
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . S n  0; that is, S 1 is injective, S n 1 is projective and
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S 2 , . . . , S n are regular. Note that C satisfies O and O  , and 2,	2n
is the only possible defect type since l 2. The assertion follows from
Proposition 7.3. 
Finally, we consider the orientation for BDn
2

Ž .2, 1 
1  3   n n 1.
Ž .F  k, F  F    F  F with F : k  2, and n n1 1 2 n
Ž . Ž  .1, 1, 2, . . . , 2, 2 is the minimal positive imaginary root see 1 .
n n
² :dim M , dim M  2 x y  x y 	 2 x y 	 2 x yÝ Ý1 2 i i n1 n1 1 3 i i1
i1 i2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .is the Ringel form. We have  S 1   S 2  2,  S n 1 	2,
Ž Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . S 3     S n  0, and l 2; note that S 1 and S 2 are injec-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tive, S n 1 is projective, S 3 , . . . , S n are regular, and the only defect
Ž .type is 2,	2 . Our assertion follows again from Proposition 7.3. This
completes the proof.
9. COMPOSITION ALGEBRA OF TYPES  ˜ ˜ ˜BC , CD , F , G , AND A41 21 11n n
  ˜ ˜In this section, A is a hereditary k-algebra of type BC , CD , F , G ,41 21n n
˜  or A . Let P be a preprojective with defect 	sl. Recalling from 16 ,11 	sl
we have the following notations:
Ž .  1 If P can be written as a Q-combination of the product of	s l
preprojectives of defect 	l, i.e.,
 P  c P  P ,Ý	s l i 	l , i 	l , i1 s
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where c Q and P , . . . , P are preprojectives of defect 	l, theni 	l, i 	l, i1 s we say that P is completely factorial, which is simply denoted by	s l
     P  P  P .	s l 	l 	l
Ž .  2 If P can be written as a Q-combination of products of	s l
 preprojectives, then we say that P is factorial, which is denoted by	s l
     P  P  P .	s l 	l 	Ž s	1. l
 Dually, we have a factorial or a completely factorial element I .sl
 
Ž .THEOREM 9.1. Let A be one of type BC or CD . Then C A P  T  I.n n
Ž .Proof. Let M and M be A-modules, and let dim M  x , . . . , x1 2 1 1 n1
Ž .and dim M  y , . . . , y .2 1 n1 
First, we consider the orientation for BCn
 Ž . Ž .1, 2 1, 2 
nBC : 1 2  n n 1
Ž . Ž .where F  k, F    F  F, and F G with G : F  F : k1 2 n n1
  Ž . 2. By 1 , n 2, 2, . . . , 2, 1 is the minimal positive imaginary root. The
Ringel form is
n
² :dim M , dim M  x y  2 x y  4 x yÝ1 2 1 1 i i n1 n1
i2
n	1
	 2 x y 	 4 x y .Ý j j1 n n1
j1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Note that  S 1  2,  S n 1 	4,  S 2     S n  0;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .thus, S 1 is injective, S n 1 is projective, and S 2 , . . . , S n are regu-
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..lar.  I 1  2,  I 2     I n 1  4, and  P 1 	2,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . P 2     P n 1 	4. Note that l 2, BC satisfies On
Ž . Ž .and O  , and the only defect type is 2,	4 . By applying Lemma 7.1 and
Ž .Lemma 7.2, it suffices to prove the statement S .
   S 1  P  T  I  S n 1 P  T  I SŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .holds for the unique defect type 2,	4 , where
dim S 1  dim P deg T dim I dim S n 1  d.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that we only need to prove S for   P   I  4, 4, 0, or
	2.
Ž .If  4, by applying D we may assume that
   S 1  P  T  1  S n 1  S 1  T  r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . c
Ž .Note that l 2, and our assertion follows from Lemma 5.5 2 ,
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Ž .If  2 or 0, by applying D we may assume that
   S 1  P  T  I  S n 1  S 1  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	4
Ž Ž ..where P is preprojective with defect 	4 . Note that  S 1  2;	4
Ž .our assertion follows from Lemma 5.2 1 for  2 and from Lemma
Ž .6.1 1 for  0.
Ž .If 	2, by applying D we may assume that
     S 1  P  T  I  S n 1  S 1  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	6
where P is preprojective of defect 	6. Note that P is decomposable;	6 	6
Ž .let P  P  P , where P and P are preprojective with  P	6 	2 	4 	2 	4 	2
Ž .  	j Ž .	2 and  P 	4. Let    P m  2
m
 n 1, 0
 j
	4 nBC
4m	 2 . Reading from the AuslanderReiten quiver, we know that if
P  , P is completely factorial, and so is P ; our assertion	4 	4 	6nBC
follows from induction. If P  , from the AuslanderReiten quiver,	4 nBC
Ž 	1 . 1Ž .we have that Hom  P , P  0; thus Ext P , P  0. Note that	2 	4 	4 	2
Ž .      Hom P , P  0; by Lemma 2.1 we have P  P  P , and	2 	4 	6 	4 	2
Ž . Ž .the assertion follows from Lemma 6.1 1 and the inductive hypothesis D .
Second, we consider CD oriented asn
2

Ž .1, 2 
1  3   n n 1.
Ž .  F  F    F  k, F  F with F : k  2, and by 1 , n1 2 n n1
Ž .1, 1, 2, . . . , 2, 1 is the minimal positive imaginary root.
n
² :dim M , dim M  x y  2 x y 	 x yÝ1 2 i i n1 n1 1 3
i1
n	1
	 x y 	 2 x yÝ i i1 n n1
i2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..is the Ringel form. We have  S 1   S 2  1,  S n 1 	2,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Žand  S 3     S n  0; thus, S 1 and S 2 are injective, S n
. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..1 is projective, and S 3 , . . . ,  S n are regular. Note that  P 1 
Ž Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. P 2 	1,  P 3     P n 1 	2, l 1, CD satisfiesn
Ž . Ž . Ž .O and O  , and the only defect type is 1,	2 . Applying Lemma 7.1 and
Ž .Lemma 7.2, we only need to prove that the statement S
   S i  P  T  I  S n 1 P  T  I SŽ . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .holds for the unique defect type 1,	2 , where i 1 or 2, and
dim S i  dim P deg T dim I dim S n 1  d.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that we only need to consider   P   I 	1, 0, 1, or 2.
Ž . Ž .i If 	1, by applying D we may assume that
     S i  P  T  I  S n 1  S i  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	3
where P is preprojective of defect 	3. Noting that P is decompos-	3 	3
able, we may assume that P  P  P where P and P are	3 	1 	2 	1 	2
Ž . Ž . preprojective with  P  	1 and  P  	2. Let  	1 	2 nC D
 	j Ž . 4 P m  3
 m
 n 1, 0
 j
 m	 3 . By the AuslanderReiten
quiver, we know that P is completely factorial if P   ; thus	2 	2 nC D  Ž .P is completely factorial, and our assertion follows from D . If	3
P   , from the AuslanderReiten quiver, we have that	2 nC D
1Ž . Ž 	1 .  Ext P , P Hom  P , P  0. By Lemma 2.1, we have P	2 	1 	1 	2 	3
    Ž . P  P , and the assertion follows from Lemma 6.1 1 and the	2 	1
Ž .inductive hypothesis D .
Ž . Ž .ii If  0 or 1, by applying D we may assume that
   S i  P  T  I  S n 1  S 1  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	2
Ž Ž ..where P is preprojective with defect 	2 . Note that  S i  1	2
and l 1; our assertion follows from Lemma 6.1 for  0 and from
Ž .Lemma 5.2 1 for  1.
Ž . Ž .iii If  2, by applying D we may assume that
   S i  P  T  I  S n 1  S i  r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . c
Ž .The assertion follows from Lemma 5.5 2 . This completes the proof.
˜ ˜ ˜ Ž .THEOREM 9.2. Let A be one of type F , G , or A . Then C A 41 21 11
P  T  I.
˜Proof. First, we consider the orientation for F41
Ž .1, 2
F˜ : 1 2 3  4 5.41
Ž .  Note that F  F  F  k and F  F  F with F : k  2. By 1 ,1 2 3 4 5
˜Ž .n 1, 2, 3, 2, 1 is the minimal positive imaginary root. For F -modules41
Ž .M and M , let dim M  x , x , x , x , x and dim M 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 2
Ž .y , y , y , y , y . The Ringel form is1 2 3 4 5
3
² :dim M , dim M  x y  2 x y  2 x yÝ1 2 i i 4 4 5 5
i1
2
	 x y 	 2 x y 	 2 x y .Ý i i1 3 4 4 5
i1
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Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..By the Ringel form,  S 1   S 2   S 3  1,  S 4   S 5
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..	2,  I 1  1,  I 2  2,  I 3  3,  I 4  4,  I 5  2,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. P 1 	1,  P 2 	2,  P 3 	3,  P 4 	4,  P 5 
	1 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .	2, and l 1. Moreover,  S 5  S 4 , S 1  S 2 , and  S 1  S 3 ;
˜ Ž . Ž . Ž .that is, F satisfies O and O  , and the only defect type is 1,	2 . By41
applying Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, it suffices to prove that the statement
Ž .S
   S i  P  T  I  S j P  T  I SŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .holds for the unique defect type 1,	2 , where 1
 i
 3, 4
 j
 5 and
dim S i  dim P deg T dim I dim S j  d.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that we only need to consider   P   I 	1, 0, 1, or 2.
Ž . Ž .i If 	1, by applying D we may assume that
     S i  P  T  I  S j  S i  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	3
where P is preprojective of defect 	3, if P is decomposable, and we	3 	3
may write P  P  P , where P and P are preprojective with	3 	1 	2 	1 	2
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 	j Ž . P 	1 and  P 	2, respectively. Let   P 2 ,  P 5 ˜	1 	2 F41
40
 j
 3 . If P  , by the AuslanderReiten quiver, P is com-˜	2 F 	241
Ž .pletely factorial and so is P ; our assertion follows from D . If P 	3 	2
1Ž . , by reading the AuslanderReiten quiver, we have Ext P , P F˜ 	2 	142
Ž 	1 .      Hom  P , P  0. By Lemma 2.1, we have P  P  P ;	1 	2 	3 	2 	1
Ž .the assertion follows from Lemma 6.1 1 . If P is indecomposable, by the	3
AuslanderReiten quiver, P is completely factorial when P is sin-	3 	3
Ž .cere, and if P is not sincere, then dim P  0, 0, 1, 1, 1 or dim P 	3 	3 	3
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .0, 1, 2, 2, 1 , in this case, dim S i  dim P  n, by Lemma 2.2 3 , S i	3
  P P  T  I.	3
Ž . Ž .ii If  0 or 1, by applying D we may assume that
   S i  P  T  I  S j  S i  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	2
where P is preprojective of defect 	2 . Our assertion follows	2
Ž . Ž .from Lemma 6.1 1 for  0 and from Lemma 5.2 1 for  1.
Ž . Ž .iii If  2, by applying D we may assume that
   S i  P  TG  I  S j  S i  r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . c
Ž .The assertion follows from Lemma 5.5 2 .
˜Second, we consider G oriented as21
Ž .1, 3
G˜ : 1 2  3.21
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Ž .   Ž .Note that F  F  k and F  F with F : k  3; by 1 , n 1, 2, 1 is1 2 3
˜the minimal positive imaginary root. Let M and M be G -modules and1 2 21
Ž . Ž .let dim M  x , x , x and dim M  y , y , y . The Ringel form is1 1 2 3 2 1 2 3
² :dim M , dim M  x y  x y  3 x y 	 x y 	 3 x y .1 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 3
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..By the Ringel form we have that  S 1   S 2  1,  S 3 	3,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .and  P 1 	1,  P 2 	2,  P 3 	3. Note that l 1, S 1
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . S 2 , G satisfies O and O  , and 1,	3 is the only defect type.21
According to Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, it suffices to prove that the
Ž .statement S
   S i  P  T  I  S 3 P  T  I SŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .holds for the unique defect type 1,	3 , where i 1 or 2 and
dim S i  dim P deg T dim I dim S 3  d.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that we only need to consider   P   I 	1, 0, 1, 2, or 3
since l 1.
Ž . Ž .i If 	1, by applying D we may assume that
   S i  P  T  I  S 3  r  S 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . c
The assertion follows from Ringel monomials and the inductive hypothesis.
Ž . Ž .ii If  0, by applying D we may assume that
     S i  P  T  I  S 3  S i  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	3
where P is preprojective with defect 	3.	3
If P is decomposable, let P  P  P , where P and P are	3 	3 	1 	2 	1 	2
Ž . Ž .preprojective with  P 	1 and  P 	2, respectively.	1 	2
Ž .      If P  P 2 , we have P  P  P by Lemma 2.1, and our	2 	3 	2 	1
Ž . Ž .assertion follows from Lemma 6.1 1 and D .
Ž .If P  P 2 , from the AuslanderReiten quiver, P is completely	2 	2
factorial and so is P , and the assertion follows from the inductive	3
Ž .hypothesis D .
If P is sincere indecomposable, then P is completely factorial, and	3 	3
Ž .our assertion follows again from D .
If P is nonsincere indecomposable, by the AuslanderReiten quiver,	3
Ž . 	1 Ž .we have P  S 3 or P   S 3 . By Lemma 2.2, we have	3 	3
S i  S 3 P  T  I .Ž . Ž .
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Reading the AuslanderReiten quiver again and by using Lemma 2.1, we
have
	1     S 3  P  P 2 	 P 2  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .	1 	1
Ž .where dim P  0, 2, 1 . By Lemma 5.2, we have	1
dim HomŽ P , SŽ2..k 	1   S 2  P  q P  S 2  S .Ž . Ž .	1 	1
Ž .By Lemma 2.2, Lemma 6.1, and the inductive hypothesis D , we have
	1  S 2   S 3  S 2  P  P 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .	1
 	 S 2  P 2  P P  T  I .Ž . Ž .Ž . 	1
By Lemma 2.4 we have
	1 	1S 1   S 3   S 1  S 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
	1  S 2  S 3 P  T  I .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .iii If  1 or 2, by applying D we may assume that
   S i  P  T  I  S 3  S i  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	3
where P is preprojective of defect 	3 ; our assertion follows	3
Ž . Ž .from Lemma 6.1 1 for  1 and from Lemma 5.2 1 for  2.
Ž . Ž .iv If  3, by applying D we may assume that
     S i  P  T  I  S 3  S i  T I  r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 c
Ž .where I is preinjective of defect 1. Note that I lies in the -orbit of S 1 ,1 1
Ž .and our assertion follows from Lemma 5.5 2 .
˜Finally, we consider A with the orientation11
Ž .1, 4
A˜ : 1  2,11
˜Ž .where F  k and F  F with F : k  4. Let M and M be A -mod-1 2 1 2 11
Ž . Ž .  ules with dim M  x , x and dim M  y , y . By 11 1 2 2 1 2
² :dim M , dim M  x y  4 x y 	 4 x y1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
Ž .in the Ringel form, and n 2, 1 is the minimal positive imaginary root.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..By the Ringel form, we have  S 1  2,  S 2 	4,  P 1 	2,
Ž Ž .. Ž .and  P 2 	4; thus l 2, and 2,	4 is the only defect type. Note
˜ Ž . Ž .that A satisfies O and O  ; by Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, we only11
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need to prove that
   S 1  P  T  I  S 2 P  T  IŽ . Ž .
Ž .holds for the unique defect type 2,	4 , where
dim S 1  dim P deg T dim I dim S 2  d.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that we only need to consider   P   I 	2, 0, 2, or 4.
Ž . Ž .i If 	2, by applying D we may assume that
   S 1  P  T  I  S 2  r  S 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . c
Our assertion follows from Ringel monomials and the inductive hypo-
thesis.
Ž . Ž .ii If  0 or 2, by applying D we may assume that
   S 1  P  T  I  S 2  S 1  P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	4
where P is preprojective of defect 	4 . The assertion follows	4
Ž . Ž .from Lemma 6.1 1 for  0 and from Lemma 5.2 1 for  2.
Ž . Ž .iii If  4, by applying D we may assume that
   S 1  P  T  I  S 2  S 1  r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . c
Ž .Our assertion follows from Lemma 5.5 2 . This completes the proof.
Let A be a tame non-simply laced hereditary k-algebra; by Proposition
3.3, we know that A has at least two homogeneous quasi-simple modules.
Ž .  Since C A has triangular decomposition, by the Remark in 17 , we have
following:
COROLLARY 9.3. Let A be a tame hereditary k-algebra, and let M be an
  Ž .indecomposable A-module. Then M C A if and only if M is a stone.
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